TRIAL PRACTICE
Fall 2016 (2168)

Class Number: 22432                      Subject and Catalog Number: LITG 7033

Professors: Heyd, Stich, & Bunch
Credits: 3 Classroom
Primary Basis for the Grade: Skills exercises and full trials; Letter grade.
Prerequisites: Evidence; Prerequisite or recommended prerequisite for some upper-level courses
Enrollment: By permission of instructor. Participation in competition required.

Meets Seminar Requirement? No
Meets Writing Requirement? No
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No
Meets Lawyering Requirement? No
Meeting Times: Wed. 3:05 to 6:05 pm
Location: 204

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Trial practice skills are developed through discussion and demonstration with the professors and student participation in skills exercises. Each aspect of the trial is studied and practiced, concluding with full trials performed in real area courtrooms before real judges.

Full-year commitment required. This is the only course and credits for students in their first semester of participation in the Trial Competition Team. Separate from and parallel to this course, these students will prepare and enter a trial competition in the fall, under the supervision of separate attorney-coaches. After this course concludes in December, students will continue on the UC Law Trial Competition Team to participate in trial competitions in subsequent terms, again under the supervision of the Team’s coaches.

SPECIAL NOTES:
Open to both 2L and 3L students. Students are chosen to participate in this class through a competition during the spring semester of 2016.
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